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Lecture  OutlineLecture  Outline

• Verification
• CMOS Technology
• Layout
• Reliability
• Future of CMOS

http://www.cs.manchester.ac.uk/Study_subweb/Ugrad/coursenotes/COMP32212/

This lecture is concerned with simulation and design verification at different levels 
of the design hierarrchy.
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Lecture Lecture 99: : CMOSCMOS

Lecture aimsLecture aims

• Understand how CMOS gates work
• To understand how CMOS devices scale.
• To appreciate the design requirements of CMOS.

The main aims of this lecture are to compare circuit level and logic level simulation 
and to understand the requirements of a simple circuit simulation netlist. The 
requirements of circuit models and the need to extract parameters from the circuit 
schematic and layout will also be discussed.
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The MOSFET transistorThe MOSFET transistor

• Metal Oxide Silicon Field Effect Transistor
• Three terminal device

– Source – source of charge carriers (current)
– Drain – sink for charge carriers (current)
– Gate – potential (voltage) on gate controls current 

flow 
• We use EHNANCEMENT mode devices

– Normally turned off
– Need to enhance conduction using potential on 

GATE

The basic component in a CMOS circuit is the MOSFET transistor. This transistor 
consists of a drain contact and a source contact with a channel in between which is 
doped such that it will not conduct when a potential is applied between the drain and 
source. It cannot conduct because it has no charge carriers of the type produced by 
the source electrode. If a suitable potential (voltage) is applied between the gate 
electrode and the source then charge is induced in the channel by the electric field 
set up across the gate oxide layer. This charge consists of the same type of carriers 
as in the source and hence the device can conduct.

By using n-type impurities in the source (electron donors) we need to induce a 
negative charge in the channel (initially p type material). This gives an n-channel 
device. On the other hand we can dope the source with p-type impurities and 
produce holes which act as positive charge carriers. We thus need a positive charge 
induced in the channel (originally n-type material) to make it conduct. This is a p-
channel device.

As the device is normally off and a voltage is required on the gate to make it 
conduct this type of MOSFET is known as an enhancement mode device. Depletion 
mode devices exist (normally conduct until turned off by a voltage on the gate) and 
these can be useful in logic circuits but not as switching elements. They tend to be 
mainly used as active load devices and have some advantages over simple resistor 
loads.
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Drain region (n+) (p+)

Polysilicon gate
Gate oxide SiO2

Source region (n+) (p+)

L
W

Substrate (p-type) (n-type) L – length of conducting channel

W – width of conducting channel

Basic structure of the MOSFETBasic structure of the MOSFET
(p channel device)

(n channel device)

Here we see the basic construction of a MOSFET. Note the gate electrode sits above 
the channel and is separated from it by a thin layer of oxide. When a positive 
voltage is applied to the gate a negative charge is induced in the channel. If the 
source and drain are n-type material then they need a negative charge in the channel 
to make the device conduct. This is an n-channel device and the channel will 
initially be p-type and hence have no negative charge carriers to allow it to conduct.

The opposite is true for p-channel devices as indicated in the diagram. The major 
geometrical parameters (dimensions) of importance are the length of the channel 
(L), the width of the channel (W) and the thickness of the gate oxide tox. 

In VLSI design we can control L and W easily using our layout tools. We can also 
have some control over tox, but this is usually fixed by the CMOS process we wish 
to use (i.e.by the manufacturer or fabrication house).
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Substrate (connect to 
most negative potential)

Gate

Source

Drain Drain

Gate

Source

Substrate (connect to 
most positive potential)

nn--channel device                pchannel device                p--channel devicechannel device

Note the substrate connections that are often omitted in 
circuit diagrams – but must always be connected to the 
appropriate potential.  Note arrow points in for n devices.

Circuit SymbolsCircuit Symbols

It is important to note that the substrate connections are often missed out from 
circuit diagrams of logic gates. This is for simplicity, but they are always present 
and connected on the actual devices. If we think of the channel as one plate of a 
capacitor with the other being the gate then the substrate provides the potential 
reference for the channel plate. It provides the carriers induced into the channel by 
the gate potential. Thus in n-channel devices it is connected to the most negative 
potential in the system and in p-channel devices to the most positive potential.
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N Channel MOSFET Drain Characteristics
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P Channel MOSFET Drain Characteristics

Vgs = -5V

Vgs = -4V

Vgs = -3V

Vgs = -2V

MOSFET CharacteristicsMOSFET Characteristics

If we vary the voltage between the drain and source electrode whilst keeping the 
gate electrode at some fixed voltage, we get the current flow values shown in the 
graphs above.

Note that the n-channel device needs a positive voltage on its gate relative to the 
source to make it conduct. On the other hand the p-channel device needs a negative 
voltage on its gate to make it conduct. Its charge carriers are positive and hence the 
drain needs to be negative relative to the source in order to attract the carriers and 
produce a current flow.

The complementary nature of these characteristics is what we exploit in a CMOS 
gate (Complementary Metal Oxide Silicon). Note also that in order to get similar 
currents to flow in the p-channel device for a similar gate voltage magnitude to the 
n-channel device the p-channel device must be wider. We will see why shortly.

These characteristics can be adequately represented by a very simple set of 
quadratic equations, first proposed by Shockley.
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The cut-off region:

tgsds VVI ≤= 0

The non-saturation, linear or triode region:
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MOSFET deviceMOSFET device regions of operationregions of operation

The characteristics can be split into three regions. In the cut-off region the device 
does not conduct. There is a specific voltage, which depends on the CMOS 
manufacturing process (Vt), that must be exceeded in order to induce sufficient 
charge in the channel to allow conduction to take place.

In the linear region the current varies linearly with Vds for small values of Vds where 
the quadratic term can be ignored. Thus the device acts a a simple resistor in this 
region for small Vds.

Once saturated the current becomes independent of Vds and only depends on β and 
the excess gate voltage above the threshold value.

The current scales with the constant β. Note that β depends on the ratio of the 
width/length of the conducting channel. For a given length a wider device can 
conduct more current for a given supplied voltage (has a lower resistance). Note 
also that for high values of β we need tox to be small. The limiting factor here is that 
as tox gets smaller the electric field due to the gate voltage gets larger and at some 
point breaks down the gate oxide and destroys the transistor. Even before this 
happens the leakage current through the gate oxide increases and increases the 
power dissipation of the transistor. This is becoming a major problem as transistor 
geometries shrink further.
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Beta as a scaling factorBeta as a scaling factor

• The current through the MOSFET scales with β
• but β depends on the mobility of the charge carriers
• p-devices have holes as the charge carrier
• holes have a lower mobility than electrons
• thus β for p-devices is ~ 0.5 that of n-devices
• but β also depends on width-to-length ratio of 

transistor
• Thus by making width of p-device twice that of n-

device the current handling capacity is equalised.

The constant µ in the expression for β represents the mobility of the charge carriers 
(how fast they can go per unit electric field). Holes are about 0.3 to 0.5 times slower 
than electrons and so β for a p-device is smaller unless we increase W/L to scale it 
back up.Thus if we want the same current carrying capacity (channel resistance) the 
p-transistor must be 2 to 3 times wider than the n-transistor.
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Perfect switch approximationPerfect switch approximation
The cutoff region:

tgsds VVI ≤= 0

Device does not conduct

Switch is on

The nonsaturation, linear or triode region:
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Switch is off

Device conducts
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Fortunately, in many cases we can think of the MOSFET as a switch and ignore the 
details of the device equations. We shall use this approach when dealing with logic 
gates. We do need to remember that the p-device is switched on when its gate 
voltage is below that of the source, but the n-device is on when its gate is above that 
of the source. In both cases we need at least the threshold voltage before the switch 
turns on.
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Vdd

Vss

Vin
Vout

p-device

n-device

s

g

d

d

g

s

Vgsn = Vin

Vdsn = Vout

Vgsp = Vin - Vdd

Vdsp = Vout - Vdd

CMOS InverterCMOS Inverter

Vin Vout

Note p-device source is connected to Vdd
hence gate and drain voltages are negative 
with respect to the source as required.

If we think of the two transistors as switches then it is easy to see how the inverter 
works for the case of Vin=0V and Vin=5V. In the first case the n-transistor is off 
and the p-transistor is on – so the output is connected to Vdd. In the second case the 
n-transistor is on and the p-transistor is off and so the output is connected to ground. 
Thus we have the invert function.

The problem with this model is that it does not tell us anything about what happens 
during the switching process.
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VDD contact

p-transistor n-transistor

n+ n+ n+p+ p+ p+

n-well p-well

n+ substrate

epitaxial layer VSS contact

inVDD VSS

out
Poly

Metal

Contact

n-diffusion

p-diffusion

TwinTwin--tub CMOS Inverter Schematictub CMOS Inverter Schematic

Field Oxide

Gate Oxide

We will come back to layout in a later lecture, but it is useful at this stage to have a 
picture of what a real inverter would look like. The diagram shows a plan view 
(which is the one you should be familiar with from the laboratory) and a cross 
section (with the warts removed) to show the main features of the transistors that 
make up the inverter. 

Later we will look at some actual layouts and a less schematic cross sectional view.
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Graphical ConstructionGraphical Construction
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Superimposed Drain Characteristics

Vgsn = 5V

Vgsn = 4V

Vgsn = 3V

Vgsn = 2V
Vgsn = 1V

Vgsp = -4V

Vgsp = -3V

Vgsp = -2V
Vgsp = -1V

Vgsp = Vin - 5

Vgsn = Vin

Vout = Vds

If we want to understand what happens during the switching of the inverter we 
could solve the equations for the p and n-devices simultaneously (which is what a 
simulator would do numerically). A simple method of getting a picture of what 
happens is to use a graphical construction based on the characteristics we plotted 
earlier.

We superimpose the characteristics remembering that Vdsp for the p device is –(5-
Vdsn). If we ignore the signs of the current and voltage for the p-device then we can 
plot the characteristics as shown above. Now we note that Vgs for the n-device is 
Vin, but for the p-device it is Vin-5. Locating the points at which these 
corresponding curves cross gives Ids for that value of Vin. If we plot these values of 
Vin against Vds for the n-device (same as Vout) we get the inverter characteristic 
shown in the next slide.
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Inverter Output CharacteristicInverter Output Characteristic
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p “off” n “on”
n “off” p “on” n “on” p “on”

Vinv

At Vinv: Vin=Vout
Note that current only flow during a change of state.

Ids

The points plotted correspond to the values obtained from the previous slide. Note 
that this is for a p-device with twice the width of the n-device. If we look for the 
voltage on the input that gives the same voltage on the output we find it at about 
2.2volts. This is known as the inverter threshold voltage Vinv.

Note that a current flows between the voltage rails through the transistors when they 
switch. This gives power dissipation and can cause voltage spikes on the supply 
lines. This is why CMOS devices have a decoupling capacitor right next to the chip, 
between supply and ground.
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CMOS Logic Gates CMOS Logic Gates -- NORNOR

q

Vss

Vdd

NOR

a

b

Pull down network:
Output low if a = 5V or b = 5V

q = a+b  hence q = a+b

Pull up network:
Output high if a = 0 and b = 0

q = a . b  using De Morgan’s theorem
q = a + b

Pull up network is complement
of pull down network.

Now we can consider our basic logic gates using the same complementary circuit as 
the inverter. Looking at the NOR gate above it is clear that the parallel connection 
of the n-transistors in the pull-down circuit has a complementary series connection 
in the pull-up network.

Since p-devices are on when the inputs are low then the output is only pulled-up 
when a and b are both low. This gives the NOR function.
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CMOS Logic Gates CMOS Logic Gates -- NANDNAND

a

b

q

Vss

Vdd

NAND

Pull down network:
Output low if a = 5V and b = 5V

q = a . b  hence q = a . b

Pull up network:
Output high if a = 0 or b = 0

q = a + b  using De Morgan’s theorem
q = a . b

Pull up network is complement
of pull down network.

The NAND function is easily derived as the complement if the NOR – ie the pull-up 
and pull-down network configurations are reversed.
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Complex CMOS Logic GatesComplex CMOS Logic Gates

• Extends the basic ideas in NAND/NOR gates
• Put series and parallel transistors in pull-down 

network
• Put complement of pull-down in pull up

– Series in pull-down become parallel in pull-up
– Parallel in pull-down become series in pull-up

• Pull down related to pull up by De Morgan’s 
Theorem

Complex logic gates are formed by using series and parallel networks in both the 
pull-up and pull-down networks. In this case the logic function is a combination of 
NAND and NOR.
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Complex CMOS GateComplex CMOS Gate

a

c

q

Vdd

b

d

Vss

a

c
b

d

Pull down network:
Output low if (a = 5V and c = 5V)
or (b = 5V and d = 5V)

q = a.c + b.d  hence q = a.c+b.d

Pull up network is complement
of pull down network.

Note if c = b   and d = a

Gate is NEXOR function

Extending the idea of parallel and series networks allows us to produce more 
complex logic functions than NAND and NOR. This can lead to faster logic than 
using networks of basic logic gates. We will see that the penalty paid for the extra 
speed is difficulty in laying out the structure.
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Complex CMOS Gate Complex CMOS Gate –– Carry ExampleCarry Example

C
q

Vdd

Vss

Carry function:

Carry = A.B+A.C+B.C
= A.B + C.(A + B)

Pull up network:
q high if A and B low or C and (A or B) 
low (p-devices on when input is low)

Pull-down network is compliment of 
this.B

A

Here is an example of a carry output for a full adder being derived using a complex 
logic gate. Try and develop the circuit for the add function also using a complex 
logic gate.
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Transistor  Sizing

Z= D . (C + A.B)

Using the stack depths in the first table above, it is straightforward to calculate the 
required transistor widths to give each path the appropriate pull-down or pull-up 
strength. However, this procedure generates an anomaly – NMOSFET D is required 
to have two different sizes. This is clearly impossible to achieve!
A variety of solutions to the problem have been proposed, but the problem is not 
strictlytractable. Here are a few:
• T-size the deepest stack first.
• T-size the least deep stack first
• Use sub-linear scaling – e.g. multiply by eS instead of S.
For the above example, these three methods would deliver the solutions in the 
second table above.
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Pass transistorsPass transistors

X = +5V0V

+5V

0V

+4V

Vtn

n-pass transistor
- degraded logic 1

X = +0V0V

+5V

1V

+5V
Vtp

p-pass transistor
- degraded logic 0

0V

We need to cover a further aspect of CMOS logic. We have said that the transistors 
can act as switches and so we could use networks of such switches to produce logic 
functions without using logic gates. Let us consider this more fully.

If we use n-transistors as “pass transistors” or switches then we find that when they 
are turned on by applying 5V to the gate and we try to transmit a logic “1“ then the 
output can only rise to within the threshold voltage of the 5V input value. This gives 
a degraded logic “1” signal.

For p-transistors it is logic “0” that is degraded as shown above. It would not take 
many such devices in series in a network to completely lose the logic level.  Thus if 
pass transistors are used there should not be many in series before some form of 
normal gate is employed to restore the logic level.
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CMOS Transmission GateCMOS Transmission Gate

X=0V

X=5V

0V

+5V
0V

+5V transmission gate
- good logic levels

I/P O/P

Control
X

Circuit Symbol

The problem of degraded logic levels can be overcome by using both n and p 
devices in parallel. This structure is known as a transmission gate and is a very 
important logic element for CMOS design You will see in the next lecture that this 
element is the basic building block for CMOS multiplexers. Again it is important to 
remember that if we use large numbers of transmission gates in series then the 
channel resistances will add up and we will get large voltage drops across the chain 
and this will again degrade logic levels.
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Data Latch

D Q
Q

Clk

Clk Clk

Clk

The use of transmission gates allows a simple data latch to be implemented, If two 
inverters in series have the output connected back to the input then any initial state 
becomes the stable state once the feedback is connected. The transmission gates are 
used to force the system into an initial state by connecting the data to the input and 
disconnecting the feedback when the clock is high. The data input is disconnected 
and the feedback connected when the clock is low.
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Transmission Gate XOR

A

B

A + B

VSS

VDD

This is an xor gate design that only uses 6 transistors, but it is difficult to optimise 
for drive strength and needs careful circuit simulation to ensure optimal operation. It 
is developed from a basic 8 transistor transmission gate device.
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Summary
• CMOS is a good low power technology
• CMOS allows a variety of design options
• Complex gates reduce transistor count
• Transmission gates allow easy design of 

multiplexers and latches.


